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Stamped Gift Tags & Wrap
Sometimes a stamped card is enough. Sometimes
you want to use your stamps to create gift wrap or
decorate a gift bag or create a stamped tag. That’s
what this eArticle is all about — using stamps to
embellish a gift’s presentation in some way.
Stamped tags are ubiquitous these days. You
see them everywhere. Did you know that it was
VSN who introduced stamped tags back in 1998
and 1999 through one of VSN’s many challenges
(inspired by stamper Gene Haney)? While there
were surely people who stamped an image or
words on a gift tag before this point, this was to
my knowledge, the first time that stamped tags
were the actual project focus in a publication and
presented as individual pieces of art in themselves.

dominoes and other
game pieces, CDs
and library pockets, but stamped
tags have somehow never gone
out of style. These days, they can
be very elaborate, sometimes
taking hours to put together.

The tags in this eArticle are something in
between functional basic tags and very elaborate
multi-layer projects. There is enough embellishment to make them special, but most are quick
enough to be used to embellish even a last minute
gift. The wrap too, is meant to be attractive and
fun, but still quick and easy. The basic ideas
presented can be adapted to the colors, stamp
images and styles you like. I hope you find inspiThe idea took off and has never stopped. In the
ration here for the next
years in between, stampers have tried stamping on
gift you need to wrap.
all kinds of small surfaces, including things like
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Design Considerations

The Shape of the Gift: As anyone
who has wrapped a gift can tell
Color Schemes: One way to create a great looking
you, the shape of the gift itself
package is to use colors that help set the mood.
can affect how you wrap it.
When you purchase commercial gift wrap and
Because we so often wrap gifts
tags, the colors are chosen for you. When you
with rectangular pieces of wrapping
create your own, you get to choose them yourself.
paper, flat rectangular gifts or gifts
Think about the gift occasion and the recipient’s
in rectangular boxes are often
tastes when picking colors. Some color choices
easiest to wrap. Odd shaped gifts
can be obvious: reds and pinks for Valentine’s Day, without a box are sometimes most easily wrapped
green and red for Christmas or blue and white for by putting them in a gift bag or bundled in fabric.
Hanukkah for example. But you can be creative
Some gifts that don’t typically come in a box, like
with color choices. Play around with pastels or
a bottle of wine or a bicycle, can simply be decoshades rather than bold full saturation primary
rated with ribbon and a gift tag. You might also
colors. Or add an unexpected additional color to
put gifts in a tin, a basket, a wood or paper box, a
shake things up. Add glitz with metallic colors or cellophane bag or a jar.
go for a rustic look with kraft paper or tea/coffee
How Much Time? The amount of time you can
stained paper. Play with color. You don’t always
devote to gift wrapping can make a difference too.
have to be traditional.
How much time do you have to create the tag(s)
Learn More: See the “Choosing Color” eArticle.
and wrap? Do you have time to let it dry? How
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many gifts do you need to wrap? How important
is the gift and how much WOW do you want the
wrapping to have? Will you hand it to the recipient or will it need to be mailed?
For some gifts, you might want to create a really
knock out wrapping, but some gift wraps are
frankly last minute. You can either create some
generic (but fun and attractive) tags and wrap
ahead for future gifts or go simple with your wrap
and tag. Keep in mind that simple can actually be
elegant and impressive, while lots of embellishment and layers can sometimes go too far and just
look cluttered.
What Goes on the Tag: The point of a gift tag is
usually to introduce the gift. Typically it identifies who the gift is for and from, the occasion
prompting the gift and sometimes an explanation
or longer note.
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If you will be putting the gift into the recipient’s
hand, you might not need a tag at all. Or the tag
might simply say something like, “Happy Birthday”.
If you are putting several gifts for different people
under the Christmas tree and it is obvious who
the gifts are from, you might simply put the recipient’s name on the tag to help sort out who opens
what. A longer note or explanation is optional,
and probably is most often used when you won’t
be present when the gift is opened or when you
want to plan ahead to express your thoughts.
What you want to include on the tag can inform
its design and size. You might preprint or stamp
some of the text so you can fill in the rest by
hand later. But think first about what you want to
include so you can skip text you don’t need. For
many of my own tags, I create them to be twosided. One side is decorative, like the front of a
greeting card. Then the to, from and personal
note is often added to the back of the tag.
©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

Gift Tag & Wrap Ideas
There are all kinds of ways to wrap a gift. If
you tend to always wrap things the same
way, why not try something new? On the
following pages are a variety of approaches
to creating gift tags, gift wrap or a combination of both. Browse through the ideas
to find inspiration for your next gift wrapping occasion.
Note: If you have read VSN’s eArticles before,
you will notice that this eArticle’s layout is
a little different than most. Where I usually
cover each technique topic in-depth and then
follow it with artwork examples using the
technique, this eArticle is meant to be more
of a source of ideas, so the focus is more on
the artwork and how you might use the idea
behind each piece to make your own gift
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tag or wrap. Most ideas cover two or more pages
(in the pdf version) and do include more specific
artwork how-to’s as well.
©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

Card as Embellishment

If you have put a lot of time into creating a card
(or even if you haven’t), why not make it do double
duty and make it part of the wrapping as well?
Skip the envelope and attach the card right to the
front of the wrapped gift box or bag.

This works especially well if the card colors are
similar to the wrap colors. The card takes the
place of a ribbon and bow. It can be simply taped
to the center of the wrapped box front or you
could add an extra strip of coordinating gift wrap
to visually anchor the card.
Here, an extra piece of gift wrap that is long
enough to wrap around the entire box is folded in
on each edge by about an inch to give it a clean
edge before attaching with double-faced tape
over the wrapped box. This extra strip can vary
in width or you could even do several layers, each
just a little thinner to create the look of stripes.
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Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamp (Ornament - Stampa
Rosa), Pigment ink (black), Embossing powder (clear), Gift wrap
(metallic pink and pale blue), Cardstock (black, pink), Gel pen (Gelly
Roll: white, Pentel Gel Roller:
gold, silver), Adhesive (Xyron,
double-faced tape, Glue Dots),
Glitter Glue (Ranger: Art Glitz
Champagne, Tiara, Stickles red),
Alcohol ink markers (Copic).

“Card can be one layer with the front only or can be a
folded card that opens to the side or top. Stamp and emboss
onaments image on white cardstock with black pigment
ink and clear embossing powder. Color image using gel
pens, alcohol ink markers and glitter glue. Cut out leaving
just a little bit of white all around.”
“Attach ornament layer to black paper. Use silver and
white gel pens to write ‘Merry Christmas’ repeatedly
around and under the ornaments. Layer onto pink card.”
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Learn More: Shiho Masuda, the Paper Guru,

is a designer whose work includes custom
gift wrapped packages, often with a Japanese
theme. As part of Shiho’s Craft Cafe blog, Shiho
has a number of videos posted on gift wrapping including Japanese Pleats Designs which
are very cool. You will also find her videos on
YouTube. One of these, “Holiday Gift Wrapping
Fancy Stripes” shows how to use two colors of
gift wrap of gradually narrower widths that are
alternatively layered to create stripes.

“Wrap gift with pink metallic gift wrap. Fold in edges of
a pale blue version of the same paper that is long enough
to wrap around package by about 1” on each edge. Wrap
folded strip tightly around package and attach with
double-sided tape at the front and back. Use Glue Dots
or foam tape to attach card on top of strip.”
Finished Size: 5" x 4 1/4" (card) and 8" x 6" x 2" (box)

©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

Roller Stamped Gift Wrap

If you have a large enough piece of plain
paper, whether it is solid color gift wrap,
a large piece of butcher or kraft paper or
even the back of a piece of freezer paper
as I’ve used here, you can create very
quick gift wrap using one of Clearsnap’s
Rollagraph stamps.
This system includes a plastic handle
into which you can snap an ink cartridge
and a stamp roller wheel. The wheel
rolls across the ink cartridge as you roll
it across your paper so you can create a
continuous image without stopping to
re-ink. With images like this that have
scattered stamp designs that you’ll be
wrapping around a box, you don’t even
have to worry too much about lining up
your rows as you roll out the design.
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Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamps (Snowflake Rollagraph
- Clearsnap, Snowmen - *Unknown),
Ink (Rollagraph: Ancient Page
Cobalt, Ranger: Adirondack
Brights Sail Boat Blue), Embossing powder (clear), Cardstock
(white), Corner Rounder,
Freezer paper, Braid, Glue Dots.

“Load Rollagraph handle with
cobalt blue ink cartridge and
Snowflake wheel. Roll repeatedly over white
paper to create a background.”

“Stamp and emboss snowmen image on white cardstock in
blue pigment ink and clear embossing powder. Cut to size
and round corners using a corner rounder.”
“Wrap box with rolled gift wrap and then wrap a piece of
blue braid around the box. Use dimensional Glue Dots or
foam tape to attach snowmen layer over braid at center.”
Finished Size: 3 1/4" x 3 1/4" (tag) and 5" x 5" x 3 1/4" (box)
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Learn More: I have played around with

Rollagraphs in some of my blog posts.
The Rollagraph Serendipity Backgrounds
post in particular shows how to load the
handle with the ink and wheel, as well as
showing how you can use a Rollagraph
over inky scrap paper to make some cool
background papers.
©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

Quick Background Wrap

We stampers love background papers, whether we
purchase it in the scrapbooking aisle of our favorite
store or we make it ourselves. If you have a pretty
piece of background paper large enough to wrap
around the gift, you can use for the wrapping. This
expands your wrapping paper options beyond basic
commercial gift wrap. If you have enough of the
paper, you can even use a small piece of it on a tag
so that your wrap and tag match.
This 4 1/2" x 6" x 3/4" box is wrapped in a monotype
created with acrylic paints on a gel plate. The scrap
piece on the tag is a different gel plate monotype but
uses some of the same colors. The gift wrapping isn’t
fancy but with the slightly textural feel of the paper
and the soothly colors, it still feels special. It takes
only a few minutes to make, although you’ll want to
let the acrylic paint dry overnight.
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Scrap Show Off Tags

Do you like making background papers that
you then cut up for card backgrounds or layers?
I’ll bet you have some small scraps of too good
to toss background scraps. Why not show them
off on a quick tag?
If you really want colors to pop, black is a great
backdrop. So here I went with black tags as the
base color. Add a rectangular (or other shaped)
scrap of handmade background paper, a quick
handwritten greeting in white and some white
yarn to match the text color, and you’ve got a
super quick tag that takes just minutes.
If you need to add a longer message, write it in
white on the back of the tag or print it onto a
computer label and stick it on the back. Wrap
the gift in any of the colors used on the tag and
you are done. Easy!
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Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Supplies: Acrylic paint, Gelli Plate
(Gelli Arts), Brayer, Art comb,
Bubble wrap, Gel pen (Gelly
Roll: white), Paper (white text
weight), Tag (Ranger: Craft Tag
black), Adhesive (Xyron), Fibers.

“The colorful background pieces
on these tags are leftover bits of
backgrounds created using acrylic
paints brayered onto a gel plate,
combed with an art comb or impressed with bubble
wrap and then printed onto white text weight paper.”

“Attach background piece to black tag using Xyron adhesive. Write message with white gel pen on the tag next to
the background. Tie with white yarn.”
Finished Size: 4 3/4" x 2 3/4"
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You can use all kinds of handmade backgrounds for tags like these. Think about
stamped collage backgrounds, faux paste paper,
backgrounds made with watercolors or acrylic
paints, pastels, etc. Look through your handmade background paper scraps for possibilities.

Learn More: If you’d like to create back-

grounds using a gel plate as shown in these
tags, you’ll find in-depth information in VSN’s
“Gelli Plates & Stamps” eArticle.
Gel plate prints are surprisingly quick and easy,
although if you will be creating backgrounds
specifically for this project, rather than simply
using up scraps, you would want to make the
backgrounds a day ahead to allow the acrylic
paint time to dry overnight.

©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

Scrap Kraft Tag

We stampers so often stamp on white cardstock that
it can become a bit of a color rut. While a black tag
can be dramatic, so can a brown tag if you pick bold
bright colors. Here, I used a scrap of handmade red
and yellow background paper to spice up the tan
base color of the tag.
A white gel pen was used to hand write the text,
following the curving lines of the background paper.
Then I used the gel pen again to doodle around the
tag edges and whole. Here it is white rather than
black that makes the colors pop.
The red ribbon was chosen to match the background
paper, keeping the whole thing bright. Use this tag
on a gift wrapped in white or bright yellow gift
wrap and tied with more red fabric ribbon.
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Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Supplies: Acrylic paint, Gelli Plate (Gelli
Arts), Brayer, Art comb, Gel pen
(Gelly Roll: white), Paper
(white text weight), Tag
(Ranger: Craft Tag kraft),
Adhesive (Xyron), Fibers.

“The colorful background is a leftover bit
of background paper created using acrylic
paints brayered onto a gel plate, combed
with an art comb and then printed onto
white text weight paper.”

“Attach background piece to kraft colored tag
using Xyron adhesive. Write message with
white gel pen on the background, following
the curved lines of the design. Use the gel
pen to doodle around the tag edges and hole.
Tie with a red fabric ribbon.”
Finished Size: 4 3/4" x 2 3/4"
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Stamped Scraps Tag

Here is another variation on this idea. Instead of simply cutting a
shape from a background paper scrap, stamp an open stamp image
over it, cut out the image and layer it onto the tag using Glue
Dots or foam tape.
This scrap tag method takes a little
longer because you have the added
stamping and cutting out steps,
but it is still much quicker than
having to take the time to color a
detailed image in by hand using markers or colored pencils.

On this tag, I did use the same white
gel pen used to write the greeting to
quickly color the ribbon areas of the stamped packages. This
helps tie together the card colors. Notice too that while this
is a holiday card, I haven’t gone with traditional Christmas colors.
You don’t always have to stick to tradition. Sometimes a fresh color
choice livens things up.
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Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Happy Holidays Tag

Supplies: Stamp (Pile of Presents - Art Impressions), Ink (Stewart Superior: India Ink Black), Watercolor Crayons, Cardstock
(white), Tag (Ranger: Craft Tag black), Gel pen (Gelly Roll:
white), Detail scissors, Glue Dots (pop up), Fibers.

“Stamp pile of presents in black ink on background paper scrap
made with watercolor crayons and water. Color ribbon areas
in white gel pen. Cut out image and attach to black tag with
Glue Dots. Write greeting on tag in white gel pen. Tie fibers
on tag.” Finished Size: 4 3/4" x 2 3/4"
Heart Balloon tag

Supplies: Stamp (Heart - Deadbeat Designs, Happy Birthday - Toad Hall),
Ink (Tsukineko: Brilliance Moonlight White, StazOn Jet Black), Gel Pen
(Gelly Roll: white), Acrylic Paint, Gelli Plate (Gelli Arts), Brayer, Art comb,
Tag (Ranger: Craft Tag black) Fibers, Glue Dots (pop up).

“Stamp text in white around edge of tag. Stamp hearts in black ink on various
scraps of acrylic monotypes printed using a gel plate. Cut out and attach to tag
with Glue Dots. Use white gel pen to add strings. Tie fibers on tag.”
Finished Size: 6 1/4" x 3 1/8"
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Cut Up the Stamped Image

If you have a lot of tags to make for the
holidays, you probably don’t want to spend
a lot of time on each tag. Sometimes the
best solution is to stamp something simple
but dress it up a bit in the presentation
as Marilyn Sweeney did here with her
stamped gift tag.

The image was stamped once, embellished
and then quickly cut into nine pieces.
Reassembling it onto a red tag with space
left between the pieces gives the tag more
punch than it otherwise would have had
but with very little extra work involved.
Before cutting up your stamped image, give
some thought to how you want to section
it off. You might do it in nine like Marilyn
did here, or you might try vertical or horizontal stripes of equal or varying widths.
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Marilyn Sweeney’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamp
(Magenta), Ink
(Tsukineko: Brilliance Pearlescent Ivy),
Liquid Pearls (Ranger:
Buttercup), Cardstock
(white, red), Fibers,
Adhesive.

“Stamp the image onto
a piece of white cardstock. Cut it into nine
pieces and number the back of each piece to make reassembling easier. Glue the pieces to red cardstock leaving
a small margin around each piece. Accent part of the
image with Liquid Pearls and allow it to dry. String
fibers through a punched hole.”

Finished Size: 4 1/2" x 3 ½"
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Learn More: This technique of cutting up a

stamped image and reassembling it is an older
stamp technique. Sometimes it is done by
cutting up a stamped background into strips or
squares or more random pieces and then reassembling them onto another piece of paper.

Another way to create a similar effect (although
with all sections being equal sized) is to stamp
the image on a sheet of adhesive office supply
labels. Then peel off the labels and reassemble
onto a background, leaving space between the
labels. If you are wondering how to neatly
line up labels, check out Trish Bee’s “Label
Stamping Technique” Techniques Zone blog post.
(Basically, you partially peel the labels off the
backing paper, stick them on the card and then
remove the rest of the backing paper.)

©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

Subtle Color Tags

Not every tag or wrap needs to be created with
bold eye popping colors. Sometimes going a bit
more muted and subtle can be a good choice.
Here I used kraft colored tags instead of the more
dramatic black and used white and pastel colors
for a softer effect. Wrap the gift in white or kraft
paper (or a similar colored gift bag) for a lovely
gift presentation.

When you have a last minute gift or have a lot
of tags to make, consider keeping things simple
to save time. Notice that all of the images I’ve
used here can be simply stamped in one color and
don’t need extra fussy coloring that can take a lot
of time. Adding text and/or details in white gel
pen livens things up a bit and doesn’t take a lot of
time. Write a longer message on the back in white
gel pen if you like and tie on matching yarn or
string and you are all set.
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Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamps (Lips - Rubber
Stampede, Wrapped Candy Zim Prints, Heart - Deadbeat
Designs), Ink (Clearsnap:
ColorBox Fluid Chalk Rouge,
Tsukineko: Brilliance Pearlescent Ivy, Moonlight White),
Tag (Ranger: Craft Tag black),
Gel Pen (Gelly Roll: white).

“Stamp a single image repeatedly on each kraft colored tag using white
or pastel colored dye ink. Write text in
between stamped images with white gel pen.
Tie each tag with yarn or string that matches
the stamped image color.”
Finished Size: 4 3/4" x 2 3/4"
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Learn More: Want to play around with

color combinations before you actually start
stamping? Check out VSN’s “Choosing Color
For Stamped Cards” eArticle. Also, there are
some great color websites where you can see
how different colors work together, either
combinations you come up with or those put
together by other site users. This is an inspiring way to spend an afternoon and can help
you get out of a color rut.

Adobe’s Kuler

WorkWithColor.com

Color Scheme Designer
Colourlovers

©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

Die-Cut Tags

If you have a die-cut machine and
some solid shape dies, you probably
have some fun options for creating
gift tags. There are of course dies for
cutting traditional tag shapes, but
you can also make tags by die cutting
other solid or mostly solid shapes and
punching a hole in them to attach
fiber or string to attach it to a gift.

The tag shape might echo a shape
in the wrapping paper design or you
could stamp images on the die-cut
shape coordinate the tag design with
the wrapping paper design.
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Marilyn Sweeney’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamp (Music: Seaside Stampin’ Ink), Inks (Tsukineko: Brilliance Cosmic Copper, Pearlescent Ivy), Die-cut
machine & die (Spellbinder heart die), Stipple brush, Fibers,
Cardstock (beige, white), Foam dauber, Stipple brush, Hole
punch, Adhesive.

“Die-cut the heart on a piece of beige cardstock. Stamp the
music over the heart in green ink. Use a foam dauber to
outline the heart with green ink. Stipple copper ink lightly
around the music.”

“On white cardstock, draw a line around the outer edge of the
heart die and cut out with scissors. Glue the musical heart to
the white cardstock. Punch a hole and tie fibers through it.”
Finished size: 3 ⅜" x 2 ¾"
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Quick Sprayed Tags

A manila shipping tag
looks pretty plain right
out of the package but by
simply spraying it with
bright colors and letting
it dry, you have created a
quick backdrop for stamping or a message.
In this example, Cindy
Connell sprayed a bunch
of manila tags in bright
colors and once dry,
stamped them with a quick
image in black. Attach
an adhesive label that can
be printed quickly on a
computer or written on by
hand and you are done.
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Cindy Connell’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamp (Mickey Balloon
- *Unknown), Shipping tags (Avery:
#5: 4 3/4" x 2 3/8"), Computer labels
(Avery: 2" x 4") Spray (Tattered
Angels Glimmer Mist: Daffodil,
Sapphire, Passion Red), Ink (black,
Stampin’ Up: Yoyo Yellow.)

“Spray shipping tags with three
colors of Tattered Angels Glimmer
Mist (Daffodil, Sapphire, Passion Red). Stamp Mickey
balloon in black in top right corner.”

“Use computer to print greeting on 2" x 4" labels. Spray
them with Daffodil spray. For the front address label,
I ran out of mist, so I rubbed a yellow inkpad across
the label.”
Finished Size: 4 3/4" x 2 3/8" each tag.
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Tags can be found in craft stores or office supply
stores. Keep your eyes open for tags of various
shapes, sizes and colors.
When spraying color on a background other than
white, it is a good idea to test the spray first to
see how it will look on that color base. Dye-based
ink sprays tend to be fairly translucent and so can
blend with the base color, shifting the way they
look and some sprays might not show up well on
really dark tags. Spray paints on the other hand
are usually more opaque and so might hold their
color and stay visible even on dark colors.
Don’t feel that you always have to go with bold
and bright color sprays. You could also just lightly
mist a tag to add just a shimmer of color. Or you
might spray brown color to create a grunged aged
effect. Play around with the sprays you’ve got.
©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

Matching Spray Tag and Bag

Sprays are a very fast way to get color over a large
surface. If you are using spray to create a base of
color for the tag, why not use the same sprays to
color the gift wrap or gift bag?

This inexpensive paper bag started out white, while
the tag is just a plain manila shipping tag. A few
squirts of craft sprays and some randomly stamped
images in a bold contrasting color and you’ve got a
coordinating bag and tag.
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Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamp (Cake - Karv’d,
Happy Birthday - Toad Hall),
Manila tag, Paper bag with handle
(white), Spray (Clearsnap:
Smooch Spritz Gingersnap,
Electric Blue), Ink (Tsukineko:
StazOn Jet Black), Fibers.

“Set up a spray box or an area
lined with a craft sheet or large
scrap paper to protect your work
area from random spray. Spray
a manila tag and white bag randomly with
blue and yellow/orange craft sprays. When dry,
stamp birthday cake and text randomly over both
surfaces in black ink. Tie fibers on the gift tag.”

Finished Size (bag): 9 3/4" x 7 3/4" (plus handle)
Finished Size (tag): 4 3/4" x 2 3/8"
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lets you also color the bag
handles. Most craft sprays
can be used on many
types of ribbon, yarn
or string, so you could
alternatively wrap the
gift in a solid matching
color and just spray
the fibers to coordinate with
your tag.

Tip: Most

craft sprays dry
fairly quickly, but read
product labels to be sure
you will have time to let
it dry. Sometimes a heat tool
or hair drier can speed things up.
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Match Tag to Paper

If you are looking for a quick wrap
and tag solution and you want to
keep things simple, you could simply
create a sheet of stamped gift wrap
that is large enough to both wrap
the gift and make a quick tag.

This method can be time consuming
for a really large gift, but for something small, like this wrapped CD, it
can be accomplished very quickly.
Marilyn Sweeney makes this work
on her gift box by using Pan Pastels
to create a soft base of color for a
randomly stamped collage of images.
Tie with a ribbon or add a bow and
you are done!
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Marilyn Sweeney’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamps (Magenta, Stampers Anonymous, Tin Can Mail
Man), Inks (Tsukineko: Brilliance
Mediterranean Blue), Pan Pastels
(Diarylide Yellow, Magenta,
Turquoise), Micro Glaze, Sponges,
Paper, Paper towel, Adhesive.

“Apply Pan Pastels in a random
fashion with sponges on paper
measuring 8 ½" x 11". Stamp
the images in dark blue ink.
Allow the ink to dry.”

“Use a paper towel to apply tiny dots of Micro Glaze,
working in small sections at a time. Buff the glaze well with
a clean part of the paper towel. This will fix the pastels and
impart a natural sheen to the paper.”

“Use a small piece of the prepared paper to make a “To/From”
tag and glue it to the front of the wrap.”
Finished Size: 5 ½" x 5" (wrapped gift)
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When using stamps to cover a large surface,
pick your image(s) carefully. While you
certainly could stamp detailed images and
color them in, it is usually less daunting
time-wise to pick images that can simply be
stamped and left that way without a lot of
extra coloring. By making the background the
main source of color, you can often get away
with going more simply with the stamping.

Tip: We stampers often get used to how vari-

ous inks work on the cardstock we typically
use to make cards. If you are stamping on a
slick coated surface like commercial gift wrap,
you may find that your basic dye inks smear.
Do a test stamping on a scrap first. See if it
stays put. If it doesn’t, see if heat setting it
briefly with a heat tool helps (and doesn’t mar
the paper). On some papers, you may need to
go with a permanent ink like StazOn.
©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

Stamped Tissue Paper

If you plan to wrap the gift in a gift bag, you can
optionally stamp the tissue paper that goes into
the bag. Use a roller stamp if you want to cover
a lot of surface area quickly. You can also use a
regular stamp to repeatedly stamp one or more
images over the tissue paper surface.
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Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamp (Happy Birthday - Hero
Arts, Bow - Limited Edition), Manila
tag, Acrylic Paint, Gelli Plate, Brayer,
Art Comb, Smooch Spritz (Clearnsap: Emerald Sprinkle), Ink (Tsukineko:
Brilliance Coffee Bean), Liquid Pearls
(Ranger: Hot Cocoa), Glitter Glue
(Ranger: Art Glitz Champagne), Ribbon
(gold), Tissue paper (yellow), Gift bag
(green), Metal charm, Metal glue (Aleene’s
Jewelry & Metal Glue), Ribbon (gold),
Paper adhesive (Xyron).

Tissue: “Lay yellow tissue paper out flat and stamp repeatedly and randomly over its surface. Put tissue in bag. Use
gold ribbon to tie tag to gift bag.”

Tag: “Use Xyron adhesive to attach scrap background
created with acrylic paints on a gel plate and edged with
brown ink to manila tag. Spray tag with Smooch Sprintz
and apply brown ink at tag center. Stamp text in black.
Smear a bit of glitter glue over tag. Use metal glue to
attach charm. Tie gold ribbon to tag.”
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Because you will probably use several sheets of
tissue paper for each gift bag, you will usually
want to keep the stamping fairly simple. Pick an
image that looks good stamped in a single color
that doesn’t need to be colored in. Or, you might
only color in a few of the repeated images.
Still too time consuming for you? You might
stamp one piece of tissue and use it along with
a few plain pieces of the same color. Or, keep in
mind that the outer edges of the tissue sheet is
what is going to show when the gift is wrapped
and the tissue is in the bag. If you are short on
time, you could stamp your images near the
edges and not worry about the middle part of
the tissue.
Finished Size: 16" x 8" x 4 1/2" (bag and tissue)
Finished Size: 2 7/8" x 5 7/8" (tag)
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Stamp on the Package

Instead of creating a separate stamped tag or stamping an entire piece of gift wrap, another option is to
stamp your tag right on the package itself.

The trick here is to pre-wrap the package, creasing
along the edges so you know where the front of the
package will fall on the wrapped gift. Crease the
edges. Then remove the wrap and lay it flat.

Now you can stamp and embellish
just the front of the gift. When you
are done, re-wrap the package and
you’ve created a very unique and
special wrapped presentation.
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Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamps (Star Ribbon ZimPrints, Christmas & Pile
of Presents - Art Impressions), Ink (Tsukineko:
Memento Tuxedo Black),
Colored pencils (Prismacolor), Paper (white
computer paper), Clear tape.
“Pre-wrap gift in white paper and crease along
the front edges so you know where the stamping will go.
Unwrap the gift and lay the creased paper face up on the
work area.”
“Stamp images in black ink and color in with colored pencils.
Leave this way or add glitter or other glitz embellishments
if you like. Then re-wrap the gift.”
Finished Size: 8 1/2" x 6 1/4" x 3/4"
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Don’t have time to stamp? The craft store is
full of wonderful stickers. Some of them are
quite simple while others are multi-layered
and quite intricate. Others are embellished
with dimensional colors or glitters. Use some
of these stickers to decorate a wrapped package. You might do all the decoration in stickers
or use sticker shapes and stamp the recipient’s
name on the package.
Or if you have a die-cut machine, look through
you dies for shapes that could be cut out of
handmade paper or glittery specialty paper
and attached to the package. Or you could
use shapes punched using a decorative punch.
Think about small shapes like hearts or snowflakes that could be die-cut and punched and
scattered over the front of the package.
©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

Buy Wrap & Make the Tag

With so many choices of gift wrap to be
found in stores, you may decide that stamping your own gift wrap takes too much time,
especially for larger gifts. But you can still
add a handmade touch by creating a tag that
coordinates with the purchased gift wrap.
In some cases, it might be simply using
similar colors. In others, you might find that
you have a stamp that is similar in style and
theme to the gift wrap design that can be
used to create a coordinating tag.
While this snowman stamp isn’t exactly
the same as the snowmen on the wrapping
paper, the style is similar and I kept the
color choices similar as well.
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Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamp (Snowman
- That’s All She Stamped),
Pigment ink (black),
Embossing powder (clear),
Gift wrap (preprinted),
Cardstock (black, white),
Pitt Artist Pen (black),
Smooch (Pearlized Top
Coat, Green Apple, Molasses, Sassy Pink, Sweet
Mellon), Marker (Adirondack: Red Pepper), Gel pen
(Gelly Roll: white), Corner
rounder, Adhesive.

“Stamp and emboss snowman on white cardstock in
black pigment ink and clear embossing powder. Use
Smooch inks to color in snowman. (It isn’t really
visible in the picture but the white areas of the
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snowman shimmer a bit as they
were colored with the Smooch
Pearlized Top Coat.)”

“Score and fold tag in half so that
the fold is at the top. Use scissors to cut away the bottom of the
tag front around the base of the
snowman. Use marker to draw
diagonal strips to echo the stripes
in the wrapping paper. Write in
the words with a black pen. Write
personal message inside the folded tag.”

“Cut a strip of black cardstock and draw two
lines along the middle. Attach to package and
attach tag on top.”
Finished Size: 8 1/2" x 6 1/2" x 1"
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Quick Acrylic Tags

Clear acrylic or glass tags or flat ornaments can make fun gift tags. Don’t like
stamping on slippery surfaces? Try tissue
paper! You’ll get the ease of stamping on
paper but the front of the finished tag still
has a glossy smooth surface.

Stamp your image on a single piece of
tissue paper and color it in. You’ll want
to use permanent inks so they won’t run
when they are covered with glue. Add
text in permanent ink if you like.
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Learn More: The Mar

‘01 VSN has a project for
creating a Tissue Collage
Glass Box (which would
make a lovely gift.)
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Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamp (Gingerbread Man - Stamp
Clinic), Clear Acrylic Tags (Tim Holtz
Idea-ology Fragments set), Permanent ink
(Tsukineko: StazOn Jet Black), Pitt Artist
Pen (black), Scrap tan tissue paper, Permanent
pigment markers (Ranger: Adirondack), Gel
pen (Gelly Roll: white), Clear drying glue (USArtQuest: Perfect Paper Adhesive Gloss), Scissors,
Metallic braid (Kreink Iron-On Threads).

“Stamp gingerbread man on tan tissue paper scrap in
black permanent ink. Color in image using permanent
markers and white gel pen. Use permanent pen to
write name of recipient above stamped image.”

“Use a finger to spread a thin coat of clear drying glue
over one side of a clear acrylic tag. Lay the tag, glue
side down on top of the stamped tissue paper, centering
the image on the tag. Allow to dry and then trim away
the excess tissue paper around the edges. Use a sharp
pin to poke a hole in the tissue paper behind the tag
hole. Tie braid thread to tag.”
Finished Size: 2" x 1 1/4"
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Use a finger to spread clear drying glue over the
back of the clear acrylic or glass tag or ornament.

Lay the clear tag, glue side down on top of the
stamped tissue paper. When dry, trim away the
excess tissue paper around the edges.
©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

that you then need to color in, you can
often simply things by stamping a single
smaller image. It’s how you dress it up
that makes the tag fun!

Glitzy Embellished Tags

While there are some tags that
are almost as big as the average greeting card, most are
fairly small. Use the smaller size
to your advantage. Instead of
having to fill a large space with
a large image or multiple images
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There is only one image on this tag. It
is stamped and embossed on a scrap
of handmade background paper and
embellished with Liquid Pearls and glitter glue. While simple, you could make
a whole bunch of these in a fairly short
period of time. The only thing time
consuming would be waiting for the
embellishment to dry. Drying time will
vary by how thickly you’ve applied the
color; allow them time to dry overnight
to be on the safe side.
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Nancie Waterman’s Artwork

Supplies: Stamp (Lights - Art
Impressions), Tag (Ranger: Inkssentials Craft Tag black), Acrylic paint,
Gelli Plate, Brayer, Art Comb,
Pigment ink (Black), Embossing
powder (clear), Heat tool, Liquid
Pearls (Hydrangea, Ivy Green,
Gold Pearl, Onyx Pearl, White), Glitter Glue
(Ranger: Art Glitz Champagne), Adhesive (Xyron.)

“The colorful background piece on this tags was a leftover
bit of background created using acrylic paints brayered
onto a gel plate, combed with an art comb and then
printed onto white text weight paper.”

“Cut a piece of dry background paper to fit the tag. Stamp and
emboss lights on the background in black ink and clear embossing powder. Color inside stamped image with Liquid Pearls
and glitter glue. When dry, attach layer onto black tag using
paper adhesive. Tie the tag with matching ribbon.”
Finished Size: 4 3/4" x 2 3/4"
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This is another time when your background paper scraps can save you a lot of
time. While I could have stamped and
embossed the same image directly on the
tag and colored it in the same way, using
the handmade background paper adds
color and texture and dresses it up just a
little more.

Tip: Liquid Pearls are a little bit more

dimensional than some other mediums like markers or colored pencils, etc.
While you could simply stamp the image
in black and color in with Liquid Pearls,
I found that it looks better if you stamp
and emboss the image. That way the
image lines don’t get lost next to the thick
color inside them.
©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

Doodled Color Block Tags

When you have an occasion where you want
bright colors, one way to get them quickly is
color blocking. Pull out the coloring medium
of your choice and create stripes of color across
a piece of cardstock. Allow to dry if necessary
and then stamp your text right on top of the
stripes of color. Use a permanent ink pen to
create lines of doodling or faux stitching where
the colors meet to create a quilted look.
These tags were created on glossy white cardstock with markers. The doodling adds interest
and texture and also draws attention away from
the less than smooth transition of the marker
colors. The corners were rounded and mizuhiki
paper cord was tied to the homemade tag.
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Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamp (Happy Birthday - Toad
Hall), Cardstock (glossy white), Alcohol Ink,
Dye ink, Stamp ink (Tsukineko: StazOn Jet
Black), Artist Pitt Pen (black), Cosmetic
sponge, Hole punch, Corner Rounder,
Mizuhiki paper cord, Scor-it.

“Score a piece of glossy white cardstock vertically with a pair of scores
every inch across the paper. Smear
inks down the sections between the
lines using a cosmetic sponge. Doodle
between the scored lines in black ink.”

“Cut a piece of color block paper to the desired size of
the tag and use a corner rounder to round the corners.
Punch a hole in the center near the top edge.”
“Stamp greeting repeatedly across the color strips in
black ink. Tie two pieces of mizuhiki paper cord
through each hole.”
Finished Size: 3 7/8" x 3"
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While can purchase packs of tags in craft or office
supply stores, you can also use a die-cut machine
and a tag shaped die to make your own in whatever color cardstock you like.
Don’t have a die-cut machine or a tag die? A
traditional tag shape is simply a rectangle with
two corners at one narrow end cut off diagonally
and a whole punched in the middle of that end.
The hole is usually strengthened by hole reinforcement stickers available at office supply stores
in different colors. But don’t be afraid to break
with tradition. Try cutting all four corners or try
rounded corners or decorative cut edges!

Learn More: These tags were created with scraps

of scored color block paper I made for a couple
blog posts a while back. Check out VSN’s blog to
see how they were used in two cards: Doodled &
Scored Color Blocking and Color Block Quilt Card.
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Fabric Tags & Wrap

While most tags and wrap are made of paper,
consider switching things up by instead using
fabric. Because it is unexpected, fabric can make
the gift seem more special. Depending on the
fabric you are using, it can also create a warm
inviting feel.
You could of course stamp directly on fabric if you
pick the fabric and ink carefully, but if you want
to keep things simple, consider sponging acrylic
paints on plain fabric. Or try fabric or craft sprays.
(If you are not sure how well the ink or paint will
take to the fabric, try it on a scrap first.)
These gingerbread tags were created with acrylic
paints sponged onto washed muslin. The edges
were frayed by hand and then each fabric piece
was glued to a slightly smaller piece of cardstock.
Wrap the gift itself in a piece of white muslin and
you’ve got a coordinated gift wrapping.
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Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamp (Gingerbread Man - Limited
Edition), Cardstock (cream, brown), Ink (Tsukineko: Brilliance Moonlight White), Muslin,
Acrylic paint, Sea sponge, Scissors, Hole punch,
Embroidery floss, Adhesive (Xyron, Glue Dots).

“Prewash the muslin to remove any fabric finish
that might interfere with the ink or paint. Smooth
the fabric out on a craft sheet. (Some fabrics may
need to be ironed after washing.) Use a sea sponge
to sponge various colors of acrylic craft paints over
the muslin surface. Allow to dry overnight.”

“Cut the muslin to the desired size of the tag and fray the edges. Use a dry
adhesive to attach the fabric to a slightly smaller piece of cardstock to give
the tag some body and also to give you a place to write a message on the
back. (I was able to use Xyron adhesive on my fabric. Some fabrics may
need a stronger adhesive like red-liner double-faced tape.)”

“Stamp the gingerbread man in white on brown cardstock and cut out.
Attach to fabric background with Glue Dots. Punch a hole in the tag near
the top and thread with embroidery floss.”
Finished Size: 3 1/2" x 2 1/2"
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Name Gift Tags & Wrap

When you are giving gifts
to several people at the same
time, you often need to put the
recipient’s name on the gift to
keep track of who is to open
what package. You can play
with this idea and make the
person’s name be the center of
the design.
Stamp the letters right on the
tag or stamp them on another
paper, cut them out and attach
them. Or use die-cut letters or
stickers to spell out the name
on a tag or on the gift itself. Or
use a stencil and your favorite art medium to create the
lettering.
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Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamps (MOM letters - Inkadinkadoo, Block
letters - Milltown Obsessions), Die-cut letters (Stax),
Tags (Ranger: Inkssentials Craft Tags black size #8 &
#5 & Artist Trading Cards; Manila tag (small), Paper
(white), Gel plate (Gelli Arts), Acrylic, Brayer, Art
comb, Ribbon (yellow, red), Raffia (black), Cord braid
(gold), Thread (silver metallic), Contact paper (silver),
Border sticker (silver), Scissors, Adhesive (Xyron), Ink
(Tsukineko: Brilliance Galaxy Gold, Coffee Bean;
StazOn Jet Black), Gel pen (Gelly Roll: white).

Kylie Tag: “Use Xyron adhesive to attach background
scrap (made with acrylic paints and art comb on gel
plate) onto large #8 black tag. Use Xryon adhesive to
attach die-cut letters on top. Tie red and gold ribbons
to tag.”

Linda Tag: “Soak small manila shipping tag in
brewed coffee and coffee grounds for a few hours. Take
out and let dry overnight. Stamp letters on tag in
brown ink. Tie black raffia to tag.”
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Mike Tag: “Stamp letters in black permanent ink
on silver contact paper. Cut out letters and stick on
black ATC. Use silver sticker border along top and
bottom of tag and cut corners diagonally. Tie silver
metallic thread to tag.”

Mom Tag: “Stamp letters in gold ink on #5 black tag.
Outline stamped letters and draw diagonal stripes on
top of them using white gel pen. Use same white pen
to doodle a dot background over rest of the tag. Tie
gold cord to tag.”
©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

Acrylic Painted Gift Boxes

This eArticle isn’t really about making or decorating boxes,
but do keep in mind that they can be great for gifts. You
could purchase a plain gift box from the gift wrap department of local stores and embellish them with stamps or
even make your own boxes.
Craft stores typically have a wide assortment of
unfinished papier-mache boxes that can be quickly
painted with acrylic paints. Allow the paint to
dry overnight, then wrap the gift, tie with a bow
and you are done!

Learn More: The above “Interference Faux

Malachite Gift Box” was an early project on my
blog. It is actually a papier-mache box base with
a metal lid. The lid and box were first painted
black with appropriate paints and then the whole
box was sponged with interference paint.
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Online Ideas

• Into It Events: Eraser Stamped Gift Wrap with Pom Bow

There are all kinds of wrapping paper and tag
ideas to be found online. Here are a few you
might enjoy:
• Creature Comforts Blog: Make a tag stamp
• Twiggy Nest Blog: Salt Dough Gift Tags
• My Perfect Life Blog: Simple Gift Tags
• Paper Muse Press Blog: Hand Stamped Gift Wrap
• Cotton & Flax: DIY Hand Stamped Gift Wrap

• Be What We Love: DIY Hand Stamped Gift Wrap
• Assemble A Well-Crafted Life: DIY Wrapping Paper
• Felt and Honey: Stamped Wrapping Paper
• Project Kid Blog: Butcher Paper Gift Wrap
• Paper, Plate and Plane Blog: Date Stamp Gift Wrap
• Paper Guru Shiho Masuda YouTube Videos
• Unschool Plus: Japanese-style Gift Wrapping

• Two Wine Chics on a Quest: Wine Gift Tag

• WikiHow: How to Wrap a Present (Traditional and Japanese
Diagonal Styles)

• Lemon Jitters Blog: DIY Stamped Gift Wrap

• Shiho’s Craft Cafe Blog: Japanese Pleats Design

• Instructables: Citrus Stamp Gift Wrap

• ManMade Blog: Typographic Gift Wrap
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Learn More From VSN
Other VSN eArticles
Full eArticles: (VSN eArticle Library)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gelli Plates & Stamps
Watercolor Crayon Techniques For Stampers
Gelatos, Gel-Sticks & Stamps
Sponge & Brush Techniques
Powdered Pigment Techniques
Brayer Techniques For Stampers
Choosing Color For Stamped Cards
Specialty Card Folds
Doodling, Hand Lettering & Stamps
Interiors: Container Stamps & Shaker Cards
Coloring In with Layered Mixed Mediums
Coloring In With Colored Pencils
Coloring In With Alcohol Ink Markers
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coloring in With Watercolor Markers
Making Stamped Magnets
Stamping with Paint
Metal & Faux Metal Stamping Techniques
Re-Inker Stamping Techniques
Dip, Dye, Glitz: Hand-Dyed Paper
Egg-xtra Special Stamping: Egg Stamping

Mini eArticles: (VSN eArticle Library)
• Even More Alcohol Ink Mini eArticle
Basics Mini eArticles: (VSN eArticle Library)
• 4 Ways to Ink a Stamp
• Parts of a Rubber Stamp
• Heat Embossing
• Direct-To-Paper (DTP)
• Choosing Quality Supplies
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VSN Print & Pdf Issues

You will find a wealth of information in the pages
of previous print issues of VSN. There are 226
issues though, so how do you find what you want
inside the pages of VSN? There are two ways:
1) One option is to go to the Issue Index page on
VSN’s website. This page lists each print issue
with a description of the main topics inside.
Simply use your browsers FIND function to
search for a word or phrase on this page. (To get
to the FIND fuction, you typically press Ctrl-F
or Cmd-F on your keyboard to open the page’s
search box, type the word or phrase and then
press the enter key.)

2) Alternately, you can use VSN’s “Master Table of
Contents”. Available on the Online Shopping Cart,
this printable pdf file has a Table of Contents page
for every print issue. The Master TOC is much
more detailed than the Issue Index page. It is also
searchable and in fact will point you to the exact
page you need. The Master TOC lets you get the
most value out of your VSN magazine collection.
Whether you already have VSN’s print issues as
a reference in your stamping library, or you are
looking for new-to-you print issues to purchase,
you’ll be able to find what you want using one of
these two methods.
Did you know? Most of VSN’s 226 print issues are
still available. Do you have the whole set yet?
(A’la Carte Online Shopping Cart option)
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To Get More eArticles
VSN’s free eArticles have been downloaded
thousands of times. While they are offered
to you free to read, with no financial strings
attached, I could use a little help.
To keep offering free eArticles, I need at least
a few more sponsors and/or more paying orders
and/or donations. If you get value out of what
you read in VSN’s free eArticles and blog posts,
please consider purchasing something or making
a donation. Or if you have a stamp company,
please consider becoming an eArticle Sponsor.
Be a part of eArticle creation. Submit your stamp
art for future VSN’s eArticles. Challenge topics
can be found on the Get Published page of
VSN’s website.
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If you enjoy VSN’s eArticles, here are some things
you can do to help:
1) Purchase something occasionally on the
Online Shopping Cart: eArticles, Quick Tips, the
Master Table of Contents or Print Issues.
2) Donate $2 or $5 via the “Contribute to VSN”
option. It as a separate category on the shopping cart. If your budget is looking really good
one month and you want to donate more, simply
change the quantity in the shopping cart to
donate whatever you like.
Contribute $2 to VSN
Contribute $5 to VSN
3) Support eArticle Sponsors with orders. Thank
them for sponsoring eArticles. (Sponsors are what
makes eArticle free to you.)
4) Ask stamp companies that you know and like
to sponsor future eArticles.
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Please Spread the Word

Sponsor an eArticle

If you really like an eArticle, please don’t keep it to
yourself. Tell your friends on Facebook, your blog,
Twitter, Pinterest, etc. Tell your email list friends
and other stampers you know.

VSN needs eArticle Sponsors! Sponsors pay a
very low fee that helps offset VSN’s website and
eArticle costs, making eArticles free to readers.
In return, your Sponsor Page, with clickable links,
becomes a permanent part of the eArticle you
sponsor and each eArticle becomes part of VSN’s
online eArticle Library where readers can enjoy
it when it is first published and new readers can
discover it for many months to come. For more
information, please contact VSN today!

I need your feedback, opinions and comments to
encourage me to write more eArticles. Future
topic suggestions are also welcome! Email me:
vampstamp@prodigy.net
But, please do not email this article to anyone. (I
need to be able to count the downloads so I can
show the Sponsors that you like them. And they
really are too large to comfortably email anyway.)
Instead, please point friends to VSN’s eArticle page
where they can download their own copy.
Many thanks, Nancie, VSN

Find VSN Online
VSN’s Main Website

VSN Editor's Dye, Pigment & Paper Blog
VSN’s Online Shopping Cart
VSN on Facebook
VSN’s Email Announcement List (Yahoo)
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Odds & Ends

Art Drawing & Submission

VSN’s Readers’ Gallery Access

Would you like to submit artwork for a future
eArticle? See Get Published for details!

Username: Gifttag1120 Password: Giftwrap1120

VSN’s website’s public gallery is open to everyone to
enjoy. The “Readers’ Gallery” is for VSN readers. The
(case sensitive) username and password for this gallery
Cindy Connell & Marilyn Sweeney
changes each month. Check each month’s eArticle to
each win their choice of eight VSN issues or a $20 continue to have access to the Readers’ Gallery. The
VSN eGift Certificate. (Email me!)
username/password for Nov 20 through Dec 19, 2013:
When you submit artwork for an eArticle, your
name is put into a drawing.

Printing this eArticle
The pdf version of this eArticle can be printed.
When printing, choose the landscape print option
so that it prints at its full 8 1/2" wide by 5 1/2" high
size. Scale the print size to fit the page to print it
even larger (nice if your eyes are getting older and
need larger text!)
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eArticle Copyright Statement
This eArticle is copyrighted to Nancie Waterman of
Vamp Stamp News. It may not be copied, emailed,
posted on a website or sold in any form without
permission. If you have a stamping friend who would
like a copy, please instead direct them to the eArticle
page of VSN’s website where they can download their
own copy. Many thanks, Nancie, VSN
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